INTRODUCTION
Let (Ft, .4, #) be a measure space. We denote by/2 =/2(ft, 4 
and (1) for all x,y E.
Note that when b(t)-p and (t)-q, (1) gives (3 Suppose that neither there is a minimum element in U nor a maximum element in V. Let al :=sup V and bl :=infU. We will prove that al bl 1. First we observe that albl 1. Otherwise if albl > we can find two numbers u 6 U, v V such that < uv< albl < bl, which is a contradiction. Analogously, the case albl < gives us a contradiction. Next we see that bl 1. Suppose that < bl. Once again we can find two numbers u E U, v V such that al < uv < albl 1, which is a contradiction. So, a bl 1.
Finally we will show that S is dense in (0, ). Let w (0, ) and define q "-sup{t S't < w} and p'-inf{tS't>w}.
Clearly q <_ p. Suppose that q < p. As al --bl- 1 S {t (0, )" tf(r) <_f(rt) for all r > 0}. From (7) and (9) function. Suppose further that 49 and b are defined by dp(t) tf t), b(t) tg(t) or fo fo dp(t) f(s) ds,
2(t) g(s) ds;
and that for every n N and for all positive real numbers r1,..., rn such
for all nonnegative real number al, an,/l,''',/n" Then f is a power function.
As a special case of Corollary 4, we obtain the following result, which is a variation of this theorem:
Let Thus (1) follows from the inequality (14).
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